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The design eliminates any vertical end panel metal, so it doesn’t 
even include a corner post. Hidden safety stops ensure the slider 
glass can seal but never touch the end panel glass. This product 
is available as LSB-90 series in real polished brass or LSA-90 
anodized aluminum.  

1. RATTLE-FREE CLOSURE  
Wall rail bumpers grip the glass to provide a rattle-free 
closure. Delrin bumpers are easy to clean and mildew 
resistant.

2. ANTI-JUMP DEVICES   
All products contain advanced anti-jump safety devices so 
doors can’t derail.

3. UNBREAKABLE GUIDE CLIP  
Clip is made of Delrin, an unbreakable, self-lubricating 
plastic. Clip is black to minimize any possible future 
discoloration. Double fastened with high-quality 18/8 
stainless steel screws.

4. EXTRA WIDE CAULK CHANNELS  
Bottom track has double caulk troughs to ensure there are 
no leaks. Exaggerated bottom rail pitch improves drainage.     

5. QUIET, SECURE SLIDING ACTION  
Premium quality heavy duty sealed replaceable ball bearing 
wheels with round nylon tires run in a unique “V” groove for 
quality feel and quiet sliding action.  Added runner depth 
prevents derailing.

6. CONCEALED HANGERS  
Hangers are within header skirt. Top hanger runs the full 
length of the glass unlike other enclosures which typically  
are an insufficient 3” in length.

7. TOWEL BAR  
Standard towel bar features nylon safely bushings for 
through-glass fasteners.
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LSB-90 Sliding Stall Enclosure with 90º Return Panel

The design eliminates any vertical end panel metal, 
so it doesn’t even include a corner post. Hidden 
safety stops ensure the slider glass can seal but never 
touch the end panel glass. This product is available 
as LSB-90 series in real polished brass or LSA-90 
anodized aluminum.  

SPECIFICATIONS

 To ensure the utmost in safety, all tempered safety 
glass is compliant with all ANSI and consumer 
product safety commission specifications, as well 
as the even more stringent SGCC specifications.  

All exposed glass edges are polished.

OPTIONS*
  

Clear glass is available in 1/4” and 3/8” thickness.  
Privacy and decorative glass options are also 
available. Can upgrade to have VistaShield®  
low-maintenance coating. 

  

Framing options include high-quality 6463-T5 
aluminum alloy, or brilliantly plated over real brass. 

We have channels and hardware options to meet 
all styles and price points. 

 

*Upcharge applies.


